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Abstract— The present paper describes FURGBOL, a brazilian low cost F-180 team of autonomous robots,
its implementation and our experiences with it. We propose an architecture composed by three main stages:
i.A Deliberative Stage, ii A Communication Stage and, iii. A Embedded Reactive Control. It also describes the
relevant aspects of our architecture, like software, hardware and design issues.

Keywords— Autonomous Robot Soccer, Computional Vision, Artificial Intelligence, Embedded Reactive Con-
trol.

Resumo— O presente artigo descreve o modelo do time brasileiro de futebol de robôs autonômos FURGBOL,
categoria F-180, desenvolvido visando baixo custo, sua implementação e as experiências obtidas. Nós propomos
uma arquitetura composta por três estágios principais: i.Estágio Deliberativo, ii. Estágio de Comunicação
e, iii. Controle Embarcado Reativo. Também é descrito os aspectos relevantes de nossa arquitetura, como
ocomplexidade de software, o hardware e as versões do projeto.

Palavras-chave— Robôs de Futebol Autonômos, Visão Computacional, Inteligência Artificial, Controle Em-
barcado.

1 Introduction

The field of application of multi-robots systems
has evolved in the last few years. (Parker et al.,
2005). RoboCup (Shimizu and Nagahashi, 2005;
Egorova et al., 2003; D’Andrea, 2003; Loomis
et al., 2003; Kuth et al., 1999) is a long-term effort
of the academic and industrial research commu-
nity to develop teams of robotic football/soccer
players. Fast movement and team coordination
must be achieved at the same time, and this is a
major challenge. The robocup scenario is being
used as an excellent test-bed for research in sev-
eral areas associated with Computer Engineering
and Science. Several domains must be treated, for
instance:

• capable single players (vision, real-time sen-
sor fusion and control, autonomous agents,
robotics)

• teamwork (multiagent cooperation, context
recognition)

• understanding the competition (cognitive
modeling) the ability to develop and execute
plays and strategies in real time (strategy ac-
quisition, real-time reasoning and planning
and reactive behavior)

To resolve all the items listed above is
a research challenge. Several important ap-
proaches propose to build sophisticated multi-
robot teams through the combination of expen-

sive and complex hardware and mechanical de-
vices (Shimizu and Nagahashi, 2005; Egorova
et al., 2003; D’Andrea, 2003; Loomis et al., 2003).
From an educational perspective, the RoboCup
Competitions is also a great motivation for expos-
ing students to design, build, manage, and main-
tain complex robotic systems. However, nowa-
days, how to participate in a RoboCup Competi-
tion with a very limited budget, bringing together
recent state-of-art robotic concepts? Is it possible
to implement good solutions and sophisticated de-
sign methodologies with low cost robotic and sen-
sors plataforms? The leap from theory to robotic
implementation is often difficult to do, and to do
well or efficiently, even more difficult.

The FURGBOL F-180 Team is an effort of
the Department of Computer Engineering of the
Fundação Universidade Federal do Rio Grande,
Brazil. Our goal is to stimulate research, teach-
ing, and applications in the fields of artificial in-
telligence and collaborative robotics. FURGBOL
team is composed by a group of undergraduated.
Our team use inexpensive and easily extendible
hardware components and a standard software en-
vironment. Besides, the FURGBOL platform is
entirely based on open source software. Even with
a very limited budget (U$ 1500,00), FURGBOL
has show to be a relatively successful approach;
since it started, in 2001, we are three times cham-
pion of Brazilian Robocup and vice-champion of
Latin American Robocup twice.



This paper describes a set of inexpensive is-
sues associated with our F-180 Robocup Team.
In section 2, we introduce our architecture com-
posed by three main stages: Embedded Reactive
Control, Communication and Deliberative Stages.
Next sections detail each one of these stages. Fi-
nally, we present our implemented system which
illustrates the principal aspects of our contribu-
tion.

2 An Overview of Our Team

The idea is to have an omnidirectional team to
play soccer. Our robots uses omni directional
wheels, and each wheel has its own motor. In this
way each motor needs an independent control and
imposes a force in one from the two possible direc-
tions. The resulting force composed by the forces
(from each wheel) moves the robot towards the
desired direction.

Resulting from the need of several reconstruc-
tion issues, we decided to rebuild the chassis and
wheels. For that reason, everything described here
is currently in development and might differ from
the final version being used in the competition.

Chassis The chassis is used to hold all other
components and also works as heatsink for the
voltage converter. It consists of one laser-cut alu-
minium plate. The robot chassis has a diameter
of 161mm and a height of 100mm. See figure ??.

Figure 1: The CAD chassis of FURGBOL robot.

Architecture Starting from the Plan-
Merging Paradigm for coordinated resource uti-
lization - and the M+ Negotiation for Task
Allocation - M+NTA for distributed task al-
location, we have developed a generic architec-
ture for multi-robot cooperation (Botelho and
Alami, 2000). This architecture is based on a com-
bination of a local individual reactive control and
a central coordinated decision for incremental plan
adaptation to the multi-robot context. In this pa-
per we present an adaptation of this system to use
in a RoboCup Team, see Figure 2.

A Centralized Deliberative System is in
charge of the global perception of the field and
teams, identifying robots and the ball; planning
trajectory and a desired behavior of each robot.
The communication system exchanges informa-
tion between robots and Central Station (CS). Fi-
nally, we have a reactive embedded control. This

Figure 2: Our architecture with three main
Stages.

stage receives the high level global information
from CS, reacting to local environmental changes.
Next Sections detail each one of the architecture
stages.

3 A Deliberative Central Stage

We assume that robots and ball are agents. A
state machine is associated with each agent. A
Central Deliberative System perceives the envi-
ronment (agent states) and plans actions and
tasks associated with each member team. Thus,
this stage has two main modules: the Global Vi-
sion Module and the Planning Module.

3.1 The Global Vision Module

This system works with a set of frames captured
by n firewire video cameras located above the
field. These frames are combined to provide an
internal world model to other software compo-
nents. Therefore simultaneous threads read, con-
vert, process and provide the picture data in a
modular vision framework. New features are cur-
rently implemented to improve the quality of the
world model data.

The vision system identifies robots and the
ball giving their position and velocities through
a set of image processing techniques implemented
by the system; at first, a correction of radial dis-
tortion is performed. The next step is a segmen-
tation based on the HSV color space analysis. Fi-
nally, a set of heuristics are used to localize each
agent in the scene.

The Correction of Radial Distortion In
the literature, several techniques treat radial and
tangential distortions caused by lens at the image.
As the radial component causes larger distortion,
most of the work concerns this problem (Bailey,
2002). The two following equations 1 are used to
correct radial distortion.

xu = xd+k1xd (xd2 + yd2) , yu = yd+k1yd (xd2 + yd2)
(1)

where (xu, yu) are the corrected coordinates of
the distorted point measure (xd, yd), and k1 is the



first term of the radial correction series, truncated
at its quadratic term. Giving a frame with n pixel
this algorithm has complexity O(n).

The HSV Color Transformations and
Automatic Color Calibration Initially, the
captured images are in RGB format (Red Green
Blue). Aiming a more robust system in relation
to luminosity variation, a HSV (Hue Saturation
Value) color space transformation is performed
(Gonzalez and Woods, 2001). In Robocup Rules,
only a limited number of colors, c, can be used to
identify the ball and robots. In accordance with
the official rules, these colors are: blue and yellow
for the teams identification; orange for the ball;
light green, light pink and cyan for the robots
identification; green for the field; and white for
the field marks. As each one of these colors de-
termines a specific color class, the purpose of this
module is to classify each pixel of the frame be-
longing to one of these classes.

So, the process starts with a offline automatic
calibration step where the H, S and V intervals are
defined for each class through the k-means cluster-
ing algorithm. The k-means hands out informa-
tion into partitions (clusters) by similarity of char-
acteristics. This is made in a automatic process,
more robust and eficient than manually calibra-
tion. In images, the pixels are distributed in K
classes by an interactive method that stops when
the precision of the algorithm has been reached
out. Inicial values for H, S and V componentes are
suplied for each class, creating its centroids. So,
the euclidian distance of each pixel to each class is
calculated and the pixels are related to the closest
class found. Based on the pixels groups produced
in the last step, new centroids are calculated and
all process is repeated. At the end of execution,
the k-means algorithm returns the central values
of each one of the k classes, with diferent values of
H, S and V components. The k-means has a time
complexity that is dominated by the product of
the number of pixels n, the number of clusters c,
and the number of iterations.

After this, all the image is classified, pixel by
pixel, through the H, S and V components (Bruce
et al., 2000). In adittion, the analisis of some char-
acteristics of colors in RGB format is performed,
in a process that complements the classification in
HSV format. This analisis avoids the ambiguous-
ness in classification of some colors as orange and
light pink.

Segmentation / Localization Step The
object segmentation is based in formation of cir-
cular blobs - a number of adjacent pixels of same
color class. To assure the correctioness of seg-
mentation and avoid interferences caused by cap-
ture noises, this region must be bigger than a pre-
defined minimum size. At first, the position of
all blobs found at one image are stored. So, it is
started a process of connection among the blobs

State description Actions
Disputed two adversary robots to retrieve the

are near to the ball adversary ball
Ownership only team members to move (with

are near to the ball ball)
Free nobody near to the to move

ball (without ball)
Adversary only opposite robots to follow an

are near to the ball adversary
Goal the ball is into goal to kicker

limits

Table 1: The ball states and Robot Actions.

considering the two basic color classes (blue and
yellow - colors of the teams) and the diameter of
robots. For each blue or yellow blob there are
some secondary blobs around (cyan, light pink
and light green) used to provide the identification
and orientation of robots. All secondary blobs lo-
calizated inside of the boundaries of robots are
conected to them and the remaining blobs are dis-
carded. Finally, the orange blobs undergoes an
analysis that determines the position of the ball
into the field. This process has complexity O(n2).
Notice that there are two potencially problems in
searching for orange blobs: i. even if the cali-
bration has been well carried through, this color
easily can be confused with other colors, like the
light pink; and ii. sometimes, robots hide the ball
in a way that no ball is found into the field. For
these reasons, orange blobs inside a determined
radius around the blue and yellow blobs are dis-
carded, using a O(m log m) complexity algorithm,
where m is the number of blobs. In this case the
last position of the ball from previous frame will
be maintained (Loomis et al., 2003).

With the current and past positions, Planning
Module plans the actions associated with the team
members.

3.2 The Planning Module

The planning module is based on a world model
which models the state of each agent in the game.
We use a set of state machines whose nodes are
related to the state of the players and ball and the
transitions are given in function of the dynamics
of the game.

A Perception Step This step transforms po-
sition and velocity information into states associ-
ated with each agent. This step has complexity
O(r2) where r is the number of team robots. A
set of states and transitions (actions) were defined.
See table 1 for ball states, and a set of actions
(transitions). They are defined based on the rela-
tive positions between robots and ball.

The robots and ball will assume topological
labels, called areas, that identify their localization
inside the field: for x axis (that joins both goals)
they might be either in defense areas, halfway or
attack; for y axis (perpendicular to the x): left



side line, right side line and halfway.
A Role Assignment Step With the ball

state and topological labels already defined, the
Planning Module calculates a set of actions to be
achieved by each team member. For that, three
kinds of roles are defined: the goal-keeper, the de-
fense and the attack. Each role has a own state
machine and a different strategy to move and drib-
ble (see Figure 3 and 4).

Figure 3(a) shows the goal-keeper role. This
strategy calculates an intersection between a ver-
tical straight line (parallel to the middle line) that
cross its center and a straight line gotten from the
current and previous position of the ball. The
intersection point is where the robot must move
itself.

Figure 3: (a) Goal-Keeper Strategy (b) Defense
Strategy

The defense role uses as information the topo-
logical label of the ball, to move the robot to de-
fense the goal, see Figure 3(a). Each area has a
vertical straight line, wich represents its center.
In Figure 3(b) we can see a center line of the area
besides the current ball area (in direction to ad-
versary goal). This strategy calculates the inter-
section between this red line and an straight line
created from the current and previous position of
the ball. The intersection point is to where a de-
fense robot must go.

The attack role is divided in three different
strategies, according to ball and robots localiza-
tion.

The first one is applied when the nearest robot
to the ball can attack. It activates the dribbler
device and go ahead loading the ball or kick it
into the opposite goal direction. It happens when
a straight line from the center of the ball and the
center of this robot cross the opposite goal vertical
straight line resulting in a point inside of the goal
limits.

The second attack strategy occurs when the
previously described intersection results in a point
out of the limits of the opposite goal. In this case
the robot must be posed in a valid position so that
it can load the ball to the goal. This position can
be gotten by the intersection of a straight line that
joins the adversary goal and the ball centers with
a circumference of pre-defined radius centered at
the ball.

The last approach happens when the intersec-
tion of the first approaching strategy results in a
point out of the limits of the opposite goal and
the ball is not between the robot and the opposite

goal. In this case, an intersection between a verti-
cal straight line that pass in the center of the ball
and a circumference with a pre-defined radius cen-
tered at the same one is carried through. After,
the second and first strategies of approach will be
applied.

Figure 4: First, second and third attack strategies,
respectively

A Trajectory Planning Step Each one of
these three basic roles supplies a target position to
where each robot must move itself. We use an ap-
proximated cell decomposition method to achieve
each individual target position. This method has
complexity O(p.o) where p is the number of pixels
and o is the number of obstacles. This approach
allows a planning of the robot trajectory ensuring
that it will not collide. This method was chosen
for being simple, to supply a uniform decomposi-
tion and to be suitable for make possible the at-
tainment of accuracy (resolution) (Amato, 2004).

The method of approximated cell decompo-
sition as shown by (Latombe, 1991) divides the
field in three possible cells: empty, full or mixing
cells. The empty cells do not contain obstacles
inside. The full ones are completely filled by ob-
stacles. The mixing contains some part filled by
obstacles and some empty part. Mixing cells are
gotten dividing the main frame by backtracking in
cells until it gets a minimum size of cell 1 or until
it gets either an empty or full cell. If we choose a
good minimum size, enough to avoid obstacle, we
have a reasonable processing time.

Starting on the principle that in the end of
the process, the cells that had been divided are
empty or full, a graph is created connecting the
empty neighboring cells. To a cell be neigh-
bor of another one a common point is enough.
Later, it is executed a shortest path algorithm that
uses Dynamic Programming Dijkstra (Cormen
et al., 2001). In our graph, this algorithm gives
the shortest path between two nodes (empty cells),
giving an optimized planned trajectory for each
robot, without collision.

The trajectory planned is converted to PWM
levels and sent to the robots.

4 The Communication System

The CS broadcasts a set of packets containing the
PWM levels and specific ID robot number. The
robot owner of the packet must then extract the

1In this case, a minimum size mixing cell is gotten in a
full cell.



PWM levels from the protocol and validate it,
sending this information to the Control.

The transmission protocol consist of a header
containing the owner of the packet and the PWM
levels data. The information about the owner of
the packet is sent n times by the workstation, so
if a robot does not receive this information λ ∗n 2

times, it is discarded. This approach is an attempt
to treat noises on the wireless link.

After validation, the Communication Module
signals the Control System on the arrival of a new
PWM levels. Each robot has its own Communi-
cation Module.

5 The Embedded Reactive Control

The Embedded Reactive Control System is re-
sponsible for the reactive behavior, receiving low
level sensor signals and sending the control to the
motors and actuators. This system is composed
by the main processor, power stage, motors, gear-
box reduction, low level sensors and kicker signals.

The control receives the PWM levels data
coming from the Communication Stage, process
them and set the PWM signals to the motors.
These signals are calculated based on a pre-
calculated table with the voltage curve of each
motor attached to its gearbox reduction.

Each robot has a kicker device. We use a very
simple laser device to detect the ball. This reac-
tive stage activate this device when some detection
happens, enabling it only when the robot has the
ball.

6 Implementation and Results

Building a robot team to play soccer is a big chal-
lenge in different fields. The range of technologies
spans AI, robotic research and embedded system
design. Therefore robots are ideal demonstrators
for a number of research activities since they offer
opportunities to evaluate various strategy theo-
ries, software algorithms, hardware-architectures
and design techniques.

We have implemented our proposal with a
very limited budget. The Furgbol system was
developed in a computer with an Athlon 64 X2
4800+ processor and 2GB of RAM. The Furgbol
software has been developed using GNU/Linux
operational system and C++ programming lan-
guage with the QtDesigner development tool 3.

The Deliberative Stage The workstation
(CS) is connected to two digital cameras from
Samsung (SC-D364 model) with IEEE1394 video
outputs. Currently the cameras are connected on
VIA1394 Firewire card, VT6306L chipset, with
6x4 input/output, operating with a transfer rate
of 400 Mbps (50MB/s).

2Being 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1.
3Source codes avaible in www.ee.furg.br/FURGBOL

We are working with three new libraries: li-
braw1394 and libiec61883 that establishes the
communication with the 1394 bus and carries
through the data transference; and libdv, that al-
lows the refinement of the received information.
All steps of the Deliberative Stage were imple-
mented. The Figure 4 shows a frame with the clas-
sified colors, segmented and localized agents and
identified free cells. Notice that the field had been
decomposed into full and empty cells. The vision
system update each robot position in a 50ms rate
sample.

Figure 5: Interface

The Communication Stage The wire-
less communication is implemented with the
Radiometrix’s BIM2-433-64-S module, on the
433MHz frequency range. The workstation broad-
casts the packets information about the PWM lev-
els, with a bandwidth of 19200 bps. For instance,
the CS sends two times the information about the
owner of the packet. Each robot has also its own
Communication Module, composed by the BIM2
Transceiver. Currently the communication is one-
way only.

The Embedded Reactive Control The on-
board processing is made by a low cost 16 bits
RISC microcontroller from the DSPIC30F family
by Microchip, running at 40MHz. The DSPIC
family of microcontrollers has a wide range of ap-
plications to assist on the programming process.
In our project the C programming language was
chosen, using the Microchip’s MPLAB environ-
ment to generate the assembly code.

The board is divided in three distinct stages:
Communication Stage (detailed earlier in this sec-
tion), Power Stage and Control Stage. The power
circuitry consists of LMD18200T H-bridges by Na-
tional.

Power is supplied by twelve AA NiMH bat-
teries, each one able to deliver 1,2V/2800mAh.
The Control Stage is responsible for the Actua-
tion Step, which are implemented in the micro-
controller program. Nowadays, we use three omni
directional wheels in a 120 degree disposition. Let
F0, F1 and F2 be the force vectors from each
wheel, b the distance from each wheel to the mass
center of the robot’s chassis, w the robot’s angu-
lar velocity, v the robot’s velocity vector, r the
wheel radius, and w0, w1, w2 the angular ve-
locity of each wheel. The angular velocities are



defined by equation wi = (v · Fi + b × w)/r for
i = 0, 1, 2 (Reshko et al., 2000). These values are
converted in PWM signals. A onboard pre-defined
table maps from PWM setpoint to motor voltage.

We have designed and built the chassis, wheels
and kicker device, see figure 5. The reduction
gearboxes are able to rotate the wheels at 300
RPM with DC 12V motors, using omni-directional
wheels. These wheels have a diameter of 50mm
that makes possible to develop a maximum linear
speed of 0.7m/s. In order to support the modi-
fications over the old model, like new gearboxes,
motors and wheels, a new chassis made out of alu-
minum was constructed 6. The total weight is
1.2Kg.

Figure 6: New FURGBOL robot structure.

All stages and algoritms run online
(except the automatic calibration). See
www.ee.furg.br/FURGBOL for a set of videos of
FURGBOL performance.

7 Conclusions

RoboCup contest is an important test-bed for sev-
eral areas of the Robotic and Computer Science
and Engineering. In addition, for students it is a
practical opportunity to develop knowledge in so
many areas.

In this paper, we have described a low cost
model underlying the FURGBOL Brazilian au-
tonomous robot F-180 team, its implementation
and our experiences with it. From a set of the-
ories and algorithms, we have designed and im-
plemented a real team of robots. We have pro-
posed an architecture composed by three main
modules proposed: i. a Deliberative Stage, ii. a
Communication Stage and, iii. a Embedded Re-
active Control. Relevant aspects of our architec-
ture, like software, complexity, hardware and de-
sign issues are presented, detailed and analyzed.
Our architecture was implemented using inexpen-
sive and easily extendible hardware components
and a standard software environment. And, even
a very limited budge , FURGBOL has show to
be a relatively successful approach; we are three
times champion of Brazilian Robocup and vice-
champion of Latin American Robocup twice.

We have a set of future short term and long
term perspectives. For this year, we intend to im-
prove our kick device, besides to test the robot’s
new chassis and wheels under real conditions. All
of the recently-developed components have the po-
tential to enhance our gameplay. We will continue
to work intensively during the next two years, aim-
ing to add local vision and embbebed treatment
to our robots.
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